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hand, with a sense of his own unworthiness to stand in God's sight, as a crea-

Today, under the Divine blessing, Calvin's

ture, and much more as a sinner, and, on

influence could once again be the means
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"The 'five points of Calvinism'...are each
and every one of them, essential elements
in the Calvinistic system, the denial of
which in any of their essential details, is
logically the rejection of the entirety of
Calvinism; and in their sum they provide
what is far from being a bad epitome of
the Calvinistic system. The sovereignty of
the election of God, the substitutive definiteness of the atonement of Christ, the
inability of the sinful will to good, the
creative energy of the saving grace of the
Spirit, the safety of the redeemed soul in
the keeping of its Redeemer , - are not
these the distinctive teachings of Calvinism, as precious to every Calvinist's heart
as they are necessary to the integrity of
the system?...Clearly at the root of the
stock which bears these branches must lie
a profound sense of God, and an equally
profound sense of the relation in which
the creature stands to God, whether conceived merely as creature or more specifi-

ing, feeling, willing - in the entire compass
of his life activities, intellectual, moral,
spiritual - throughout all his individual,
social, religious relations - is, by the force
of that strictest of all logic which presides
over the outworking of principles into
thought and life, by the very necessity of
the case, a Calvinist." - Professor
Benjamin B. Warfield (1909)

